
26 Tips for Going from Employee to Freelancer. 
 
If you’re not sure about whether you want to work full-time for an employee, nor unsure about 
the whole prospect of building a startup that wants to take over the world, you might find the 
freelance option is a nice balance between the two. 
 
Like any career transition, the transition from employee to freelancer can be a daunting one. 
Scary, even. 
 
Here are some pointers to get you started with this, 26 pointers in fact which are in no particular 
order (that’s one for each letter of the alphabet): 
 
First, some steps (a-e) which are foundational to a career journey whether you’re wanting to 
making any career change, to freelancer-ship or not. 
 
a) Carve out some time, away. 
It’s very difficult to get clarity around a decision in amongst the hectic times that day-to-day life 
brings. The perspective you get from being away somewhere - local or abroad - but just away 
from your regular surroundings, can be very powerful indeed. There’s a reason why our best 
ideas happen during idle time, you know... 
 
b) List your strengths, or ask others to. 
Make a list of your strengths or, better yet, ask a handful of people you know to honestly tell you 
what they feel your strengths are. This can be a really valuable and flattering exercise to do! 
You might spot trends and become aware of strengths you didn’t realize you had, as you took 
them for granted. Also: GallupStrengths, VIA Strengths 
 
c) Work out your mini-moves from where you are now -> where you want to be. 
Transitions are all about little steps, rather than big leaps. Paint a picture of your current state vs 
your ideal reality, and work out the next thing you need to do to get there. This makes any big 
move all that less daunting. Small steps. Check out Natasha’s article if you need some 
inspiration when it comes to figuring out these steps: 25 Easy Steps to Making A Career 
Change. 
 
d) Figure out what’s important to you. 
Knowing the ‘key ingredients’ for what what you want to do is enough. E.g. How much 
interaction, what you want your day to look like, the sorts of things which seem little in isolation 
but paint a helpful picture for you to keep in mind. Btw, it’s totally fine if you don’t have all the 
answers right away. 
 
e) start lean and lean and, did I say lean? 
It’s a real mindset shift to go from absolute certainty and knowing what you’re doing, to 
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experimenting and feeling jour journey out along the way. It’s not easy for anyone but, the more 
you embrace this way of being, the easier it’ll get. 
 
And now the freelancer-friendly tips for you: 
 
f) Go at it from scratch, or do it alongside something else? 
There are advantages to doing into the freelance thing 100% at the start, and working at it on 
the side for a few hours each week, initially, before diving in completely. The latter option is 
attractive to many, and healthy too. It gives you a routine, a sturdy foundation, and money in the 
bank, so you’re not putting undue pressure on yourself. This Fizzle episode is a good one to 
leanr how to balance a side gig with a full-time job. It’s fascinating. 
 
g) Immerse yourself in a network of *other freelancers* 
Joining a community of freelancers, whether online or offline, can give you support, 
accountability, encouragement, resource, job leads… and more. 100% worth the investment. I 
would recommend joining one of these from day one (the first one I joined was on a Slack 
channel, which I heard about through a friend). 
 
h) figure out your ‘MVI’ 
That’s your ‘Minimum Viable Income’. This can be defined as: “how much money do you need 
to make in order to support yourself (and possibly a family) on a monthly basis?” 
 
This is for your sanity, and also to realise you often don't need as much as you think, and so it’s 
not as daunting taking that income drop. Also check out how to finance your career change and 
this very Comprehensive Guide to Minimum Viable Income. 
 
i) Put together a portfolio page...  
of what you the skills you have thus far, and portrayed in the way that feels most appropriate for 
you (and resist the temptation at all costs to think you're not good enough or haven't got 
enough. 
 
A portfolio is the new way of demonstrating value, and it will be your shop-window as a 
freelancer. You can pick up some general tips from [this article], including a couple of pointers 
when it comes to dealing with that pesky Imposter Syndrome. 
 
---> PS. as a freelancer, you build up a portfolio and confidence (important in equal parts) by 
working on projects; whilst you've not got any clients, and if you haven't got it to show for 
already, start working on your own projects... confidence and portfolio! You gotta build both :) 
 
j) Use your existing contacts...  
and possibly think about offering the first couple of projects for free, however don't fall into the 
slippery trap here! 
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There’s [a debate on whether you should do work for free or not]. In any case, it is extremely 
important to know your worth, and know what you are going to charge from day one - and what 
you would like to charge after 3 months, 6 months and 1 year. This is important, as it lets you be 
reminded that, as you build your body of work, you you must do yourself justice and improve 
your rates. 
 
k) Following on from i), all you need is a landing page...  
with information about you & what you offer... and that's it!  The barriers-to-entry with freelance 
work are low, anyone can do it. You just need these three things and you’re ready to dig in. 
  
l) In the early days (and the not-so-early days), it's all about the relationships.  
Don’t get me wrong, the right marketing and SEO and all that stuff is important. But in this early 
days when no one knows about who you are or what you do or how you can help, the way to 
get your business off of the ground is through 1-on-1 interactions. Consistency and persistence 
will get you both results and feedback. Both of these are incredibly important. The latter 
because you get to on how you FEEL about whatever work you are doing, and what you enjoy 
(and don’t enjoy) about it. e.g. a particular type of client, a particular type of work? In the earlier 
days, though I wouldn’t spread myself too thing (see below), it is sensible to keep an open-mind; 
those tiny early wins, however small, will not only give you a little ‘yahoo!’ moment, but also give 
you that feedback and reflection opportunity. It’s all about feedback and reflection!  
 
m) Acclimatise to a new way of working. 
You’ll quickly discover where you work best from. Whether that’s at home (in a room or a study), 
from a co-working space, or from a coffee-shop kind of person. I spend half my time at my gym 
studio cafe, and the other half in my yoga studio lounge (I do a day at home at most). Managing 
your energy levels is paramount. As is finding the right space in which to work, and to get your 
best work done. This recent podcast episode from Fizzle is insightful.  
 
n) Tell others about what you do, or don't. 
During my careers transitions, I've been careful about who I've told - and who I actually *want* 
to tell. Of course, you'll have to speak to potential clients (you won’t have any business, 
otherwise), but when it comes to friends and family, there's no right answer about what to do 
here. This article here on CareerShifters might be helpful to you, if you’re unsure when it comes 
to opening up to your friends and family. 
 
o) Take action every single day. 
I cannot stress enough the importance of this. It might be 5 client pitches a day. It might be 
writing a piece of work for your portfolio each week. You'll learn and grow and feel better and 
get results so much more from taking consistent action. Over-thinker and stuck-in-your-head 
types (#guiltyascharged), I'm talking to you! 
 
p) Avoid the temptation to tinker with your website/portfolio at every opportunity. 
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The struggle not to do this is real. Perfectionism over every little thing will slow you down, drain 
you, and get you stuck into a thinking-but-not-doing kinda vibe. Not good. Speaking of 
perfectionism... 
 
q) If you know you are a perfectionist, look for your B- work. 
If you are a high-achiever, you’ll tinker and tinker work will be of a very high standard. Get it out 
of the door. Do it, do it, do it. If you know you are someone who in particular needs to work on 
foundations around self-doubt, inner-critic, perfectionism, not-good-enough-itis... invest time in 
working on this to make you a better freelancer AND a better, healthier person. (e.g. get a 
coach, therapy, some form of group). I love the notion of aiming for B- work, as I know full well 
that this is actually pretty decent. In fact, I’m having to lean into that mentality as I write this very 
article. The struggle is real! 
 
r) Carve out time for your self-care. 
I'm talking eat, sleep, water, movement, stillness. These are so, so important. If you’re someone 
who struggles here already, it is likely to become a more pronounced problem as a freelancer. 
In which case, you might want to get hold of a copy of Joanna Penn’s ‘The Healthy Writer’, 
which is as applicable to anyone working freelance or remotely, not just writers. 
 
s) Get yourself along to a freelancers’ meet up in-person.   
So earlier, we talked about joining an online or an in-person community. I’d bet my bottom dollar 
that you’ll probably start online (that’s what I did, and it’s what I’d recommend, it’s quickest and 
easiest and can be done in minutes!), but at some point you really want to get used to attending 
in-person events. Building relatiosnhips is the #1 thing that’s going to define the success of your 
busienss, and it’s important to get out there and used to interacting and “networking” or, as the 
folks at the Happy Startup School prefer to call it, “kindworking”. 
 
See also: [“How to become a great networker - even if you really don’t like doing it”] 
 
And the friendliest of these groups are the freelancers’ ones. Support, friends, advice, and 
business all to be gained. Good vibes. 
 
t) Tax & expenses admin.  
So that you don’t give this unnecessary attention and headspace, start out as a sole-trader. It's 
so much easier, and it's not worth being a Limited company (and all the added paperwork and 
confusion that comes with), [until your profit is higher]. Accounts with new, digital banks like 
Coconut (which [I use personally]) and Monese) are great for this, can be setup in minutes, let 
you record or snap your expenses as you go, and gives one less thing to stress about. All of this 
means you can focus on the important stuff… your Key Business Activities! 
 
u) Identify your Key Business Activities, to give you clarity and focus.  
This is the stuff that you need to actually DO every day, to make you feel like you have moved 
forward and been productive. Quite often, we spend our time on lots of little irrelevant bits. 
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Almost always, your #1 key business activity will be sales, or client relationships. And this is 
through 1-to-1 relationships and interactions. To make this less daunting, let us break this 
down... 
 
You want to meet and talk to as many people as possible in your network. Outside of your 
network, you want to pitch to people (on email and on the phone)... with the view to engaging 
them and going to talk to and - ideally - meet with them. 
 
The more interactions you have, calls you make, emails you send, meetings you arrange, the 
more pipeline you build and £'s you will make. 
 
v) The first 12 months will be the most challenging...  
After all, the gap between 0 and 1 is infinite. When you get to ‘1’ though, 2, 3, 4, 5 will come by 
much easier. Be realistic about this but don’t let it sway you; if anything, relish the challenge! 
 
Be realistic about the facts. Be prepared for the first year of this freelance business being the 
most difficult. But, at the same time, do not put limitations on yourself re: what you think is 
possible. Focusing on key business activities (see above) will help you, as well as setting daily 
tangible goals which align with these key business activities. 
 
w) Assess the relationship you currently have with money. 
This is really, really important! There’s a lot of baggage which many of us have when it comes to 
money, and it’s imperative that we let go of this as we begin our own ventures. Fizzle has a 
great article on this. I didn’t think my relationship with money was that bad, but I think - if it 
hasn’t already - is something which will definitely manifest when you’re working as a freelancer, 
so there’s no time like the present to address that if you need to. A point that’s linked to money 
is... 
 
x) Assess your self-worth and the value of the work you are doing.  
Do your research in the market-place and see what others are hanging. Know exactly what you 
are offering and to who, and thus what you can charge. The more clarity you can have around 
this the better, but, inevitably, from Day 1 you may still be getting a feel for the market and your 
aim is to simply get some clients and some feedback from the work you are doing, so you can 
adjust and hone your offering and really get clear on what your offering is and who it is too. 
 
y) Focus, focus, focus!  
When I was building a recruitment desk from scratch, I made big error #1. And that was to fall 
into the trap of spreading myself way too thin, trying to cater to anyone and everyone, and doing 
good work and having good meetings but across a broad remit. Had I focused more narrowly, 
I'd have been far more effective in those first 6 months. 
 
z) Celebrate, take notice of, lean into, and reflect on every single small win. 
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I'm not saying get carried away and take yourself out for a champagne breakfast with every 
piece of good news (you'll find yourself in the red pretty quickly with a business generating little 
or no income!). However, it is SO important to acknowledge what you have made happen, and 
celebrate along the way. 
 
Too often we get caught up in “Right, great, now what’s the next thing?”...  we completely 
overlook our little wins (these little wins are important, however tiny!) or look at what is still yet to 
be done. We’ve already mentioned how going from ‘zero’ to ‘something’ is one of the most tricky 
things you can do.  
 
So there you have it. Don’t try doing all of these things at once. Just. start. Somewhere.  
 
Oh - and look out for a new series we are featuring documenting several success stories from 
within our community, highlighting men and women just like you who have successfully 
transitioned from employee -> freelancer. 
 
by, 
 
Jasraj Hothi 
 
Friday, 15th March 2019 
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